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Name:                                           My Language Homework – Q1:6               Date: 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Color –am words blue. 
Color –ad words green. 

bad      ham    jam 

Sam    dad      fad 

had     yam    mad 

Write the –am word. 
 

cl___ ___ 

Write the –ad word. 
 

gl___ ___ 

Write a sentence with –ad 
words. 

 
_____________________

_____________________ 

Circle the letters that 
should be capitalized. 

 

you are in my 
class. 

Underline the NOUN in 
the sentence. 

 
 

The students 
walked. 

Circle the missing ending 
punctuation. 

 

 !   .   ? 
Watch out___ 

Underline the VERB in the 
sentence. 

 
 
The pencil broke. 

Circle the words that 
are animals. 

 
car    walk   dog    

 

tiger   cave   bird 
 

ear   goose   duck 

Write a word that 
belongs in a library. 

 
 

_____________________ 

Circle the words that are 
places. 

 
home       stick  

 

library        store 
 

flower         city 

Write a word that is 
something little. 

 
 

_____________________ 

Circle the picture that 
matches the word.   

                    

          

 
Don’t fall over. 

Circle the picture that 
matches the word.   

                    

          

 
I love the fall 

season. 

Circle the word that 
completes the sentence. 

flour    flower 

     
We need _____ 
to bake cookies. 

Draw a line to match the 
homophones. 

 

hair         hare 

pair         there 

their        pear 
Alphabetical Order. 

me    you   to 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Alphabetical Order. 
she    bat   get 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Alphabetical Order. 
ant    put   ham 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Alphabetical Order. 
low    egg   zip 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Circle the word after clean. 

 

Write the definition of 
cap. 

 
___________________

___________________ 

Write the definition of 
clean. 

 
___________________

___________________ 

Write the definition of 
cup. 

 
___________________

___________________ 
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My Work 
Monday 

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Tuesday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Wednesday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Thursday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

My Progress 
MONDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

TUESDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

WEDNESDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

THURSDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 
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Answer Key - My Language Homework – Q1:6 
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
Color –am words blue. 
Color –ad words green. 

bad      ham    jam 

Sam    dad      fad 

had     yam    mad 

Write the –am word. 
 

clam 

Write the –ad word. 
 

glad 

Write a sentence with –ad 
words. 

 
Answers will vary. 

Circle the letters that 
should be capitalized. 

 

You are in my 
class. 

Underline the NOUN in 
the sentence. 

 
 

The students 
walked. 

Circle the missing ending 
punctuation. 

 

 !   .   ? 
Watch out___ 

Underline the VERB in the 
sentence. 

 
 
The pencil broke. 

Circle the words that 
are animals. 

 
car    walk   dog    

 

tiger   cave   bird 
 

ear   goose   duck 

Write a word that 
belongs in a library. 

 
Answers may vary. 

 

book 

Circle the words that are 
places. 

 
home       stick  

 

library        store 
 

flower         city 

Write a word that is 
something little. 

 
Answers may vary. 

 

penny 
 

Circle the picture that 
matches the word.   

                    

          

 
Don’t fall over. 

Circle the picture that 
matches the word.   

                    

          

 
I love the fall 

season. 

Circle the word that 
completes the sentence. 

flour    flower 

     
We need _____ 
to bake cookies. 

Draw a line to match the 
homophones. 

 

hair         hare 

pair         there 

their        pear 
Alphabetical Order. 

me    you   to 

1. me 
2. to 
3. you 

Alphabetical Order. 
she    bat   get 

1. bat 
2. get 
3. she 

Alphabetical Order. 
ant    put   ham 

1. ant 
2. ham 
3. put 

Alphabetical Order. 
low    egg   zip 

1. egg 
2. low 
3. zip 

Circle the word after clean. 

 

Write the definition of 
cap. 

 

A hat you put on 
your head. 

Write the definition of 
clean. 

 

To get rid of dirt. 

Write the definition of 
cup. 

 

a small container 
used for drinking. 


